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About This Game

Ruin everything.
You are a banker. You want to extract as much wealth from the world as possible--or, at least, more than everyone else. You

will manipulate the global economy in order to siphon money into your secret Swiss bank account. Whoever has the most Swiss
money in 12 turns wins the game.

Play solo against the AI or multiplayer against people who will imminently cease to be your friends.

Buy votes.
Unlike most strategy games, you will never have access to armies and never directly control territory. Instead, you will spread

your influence throughout the globe by purchasing votes in parliament, or selling your votes to incite a military coup. You
always share power with your rivals, waiting for the moment when you can backstab them.

Make free trade agreements.
Re-route industrial wealth throughout the world, from Mines to Factories via exploitative trade agreements. Remember: your

goal is to make a profit, NOT to improve the world.

Manipulate the IMF.
Control the International Monetary Fund to force policy decisions without a regional parliament's approval. Basically, screw

over your opponents without them being able to do a thing about it.

The map is upside-down
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Because why not.
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Title: Neocolonialism
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Subaltern Games, LLC
Publisher:
Subaltern Games, LLC
Release Date: 25 Nov, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 80 MB available space
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quot;Neocolonialism is a game about finance bankers attempting to extract as much wealth from the world as possible"

Antisemitism in a Nutshell :facepalm:. quot;The concept of global warming was created by and for the Chinese in order to make
U.S. manufacturing non-competitive."

Lmao an instant downvote for ya. Excellent strategy game. Plays similarly to Risk, with 21st-century financial manipulation
instead of the armies of the past.

Awesome to play with friends; the AI is not bad either, but I would recommend playing the game with friends for the most fun.
Strategic play, and although simplified, realistic economics concerning the development of core and periphery nations and the
flow of capital.

Music is excellent and sets a great tone.

Only downside is plain visuals, but that's not what you're playing a strategy game like this for. 9\/10, highly recommend..
Excellent game for multiplayer. Single player is only really good for learning how to play.. https://youtu.be/f35m79rq3rc

The narrative focus on the impact of capitalism on the world stage is a strong canvas to work with. The mechanics fall short on
the high target provided by the theme.. Pretty good for the price. Even in the lowest resolution that game wouldn't adjust to my
Macbook screen.
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This game is really interesting to play reflecting the way the world economy is going.. This game is awesome. The theme is
great. Like Railroad Tycoon or Patrician. Its super simple and cheap. Like a board game. Each game doesn't last that long. Its
really great to play with friends.. If you can get around the fact that HOLY\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665THE MAP
IS \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING UPSIDE DOWN MY WORLD IS LITERALLY TURNED ON ITS GOD DAMN HEAD
then this is a cheap and fun distraction for an hour or two. It's very easy--I'm usually not even competent at strategy games and I
beat this after my second try--but this isn't trying to be Starcraft anyway. What it does well is show the snowballing of capital
over time. If you're invested in Marxist theory, you're going to enjoy it more. However, it's very simplified. You literally 'buy
votes', corporations and the state are synonymous, and somehow prime ministers can sell their countries. It sounds more like
Shadowrun than Marx, but whatever. The engine is garbage. No volume sliders, fullscreen won't let me switch workstations.
This game is begging for a local hotseat option; multiplayer is online only. Get it on sale.. I was initially interested in the concept
for this game, but nothing has managed to pull me in. The dull and limited interface + music + interactions are enough to
actually make buying the world boring. There just doesn't seem to be that much to do. Compared against a game like Monopoly,
which may have been the first game to offer the experience of unfettered capitalism (it's at least the most popular),
Neocolonialism feels worse then incomplete.. This game is dumb and overly complicated. The game sounded interesting but it's
pretty boring. The map being upside down seems like a great idea as a metaphor for turning the world upside down, but during
game play it's just annoying. A cool idea with not fun game play.
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